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Holly’s
‘Pause for
Paws’

Fall is officially here, but also physically showing signs of its presence. We have had
a lot of cool, morning temps here in Cody, with one day in mid-September at freezing.
There was frost on the roof tops that morning! I hope you’re able to be outside and enjoy
the cooler days and beginning stages of the color changes in the trees.
All is going well with WBHR. It’s still very slow with the intake of basset hounds. To
date, we have had only four basset hounds come into WBHR this year, while 17 have
passed away. Last year we had 13 intakes, five of which were bloodhounds and one
beagle.
Our most recent intake was Ruby, a nine-year old from a shelter in Texas. No other
rescue stepped up to take her and we were contacted. Ruby had dry eyes and appeared to
be blind. Her teeth were in rough shape, as were her ears. It was also thought that she
was deaf, not spayed and 12 years old. And to top it off, she had a golf-ball sized lump in
between her shoulder blades.
After getting her into a foster and to the veterinarian, we tracked her real age down
via her existing microchip and found out that she was spayed. She has glaucoma and is
blind in one eye, but not the other. So Ruby is now on drops for both eyes; to keep the
pressures down as long as possible and keep her existing vision in the one eye.
Her ears can hear a cheese wrapper being opened from the other end of the house!
She is on a custom-made antibiotic for her ears, as they have four types of bacteria and
will take several weeks to clear up. The lump on her back was removed and found to be
-continued on page 12-
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Most basset lovers are familiar with the fact their favorite breed had its origins in France
which, if you think analytically, means over the years there has developed an American
strand and a European one. Now, to be honest, this line of thought really doesn’t register with most of us; they’re just basset hounds, right?
Well, no, not really starting with the premise of where the specific dog in question
originates. Let’s, for a moment, look at that point.
The European basset hound breed is a rarity in the US, primarily because of the
strict terms that qualify the dog as such. For one, their direct ancestors and the
parents themselves must come from, well, Europe. The same goes for the American
basset hound. But is the citizenship of your basset hound critical concerning its
temperament and personality and just exactly what makes it different from the American
version of the breed?
So, okay, here’s a few thoughts to ponder in determining what distinguishes each of
them starting with a size comparison..
The American basset hound can weigh around 45 to 65 pounds. This is lightweight
when compared to the European basset. The latter can be as massive as 75
pounds or more if you keep it lazy throughout the day. Because of their
heavyweight appearance compared to the American version, the European basset got the term “gentle giants.” Most people who have
owned both versions would not be able to distinguish the two
at first.

There Are Bassets and
Then There Are Bassets
As Differences Exist
Between the European
and American Breeds

The European basset hound puppy dwarfs in comparison to
the American. But as soon as it reaches around four to six
months, the European basset puppy begins its growth spurt. The
American basset hound would not be able to catch up. One similarity
of both is their predisposition to obesity. Regardless of the origins,
these two are just as likely to steal your food, overeat when bored,
and gain weight in the process. That is why you have to be careful when indulging them with food and treats especially during obedience training
.
Verdict: The European Basset Hound is bigger
and heavier than the American Basset Hound. The
difference may not be observed during the puppy stages,
though.
Skin and Coat Color

This characteristic would become the most distinct difference between the
two, especially if you compare a fully-grown American basset hound to a European basset. First, the European basset has a lot more extra skin which makes its neutral facial expressions sadder and more droopy than the American version.
They have a lot more skin folds in the face, torso, and limbs. This characteristic would not manifest with the European basset puppy. As for the coat color, there is not much of a difference between the American and the European basset puppy. Both came from the same descendants, after all.
The most popular color the American and European hounds have is the tri-color, which is a combination
of white, tan, and black. But other coat colors are still acceptable in the breed. The open red and white color is
-continued on page 4
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Delving into the Differences between
European and American Basset Hounds
-continued from page 3The former is just as likely to develop epilepsy, glaucoma (a
made of a white first coat with red spots, and the closed red and
white which is composed of a solid red torso with white extremities condition wherein the eye increasingly develops pressure), and bloat.
Also, because of their short legs, the American and European basset
and tail, are also common. So is the lemon and white.
puppies can also develop patellar luxation at birth, a bone condition
You might end up seeing a gray or blue basset hound puppy wherein the patella or kneecap is not aligned correctly with the thigh
on sale. In this case, take a step back before buying. Despite the bone and calf bone.
unique coat appearance, the gray color means that the basset
If left untreated, the misalignment can progress to arthritis, a
hound has a genetic problem.
debilitating bone ailment. To know if your basset hound puppy has
Verdict: The European basset is droopier in appearance due one, be wary of a bowlegged appearance of its legs. Another bone
to the higher number of wrinkles and skin folds than the problem that could develop from the short limbs of the American and
American basset. There is no distinction when it comes to color. European puppy is panosteitis.
Experts also call it “transient lameness” since only puppies below
two years of age can have them. The American and European hound
When it comes to their health, the European basset puppy is puppy may outgrow this ailment. The problem is that the ailment is
just as predisposed to the health problems that the American basset so elusive that veterinarians often misdiagnose it for another bone
can have (although some owners who have both types of basset disease such as patellar luxation or elbow dysplasia.
hounds claimed that their European basset experiences more health
-continued on page 5problems than the American).
Health Problems

Quick Check
Chart
European
vs.
American
Basset Hounds
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Some Differences Are Subtle,
But Others Not So Much

European Basset

European or American?
The Choice is Yours, but
They Are Both Lovable’!

-continued from page 4The misdiagnosis can force your basset puppy to undergo
surgery which it may not actually need. If your vet diagnosed your
less than two-year-old American or European basset puppy with
any bone-related disease, ask an orthopedic specialist for animals
for a second opinion first before agreeing to any treatment.
Verdict: The European Basset Hound is just as likely to
develop basset hound-related diseases as its American
counterpart.
Feeding Practices
Just like the health problems, there is not much difference
regarding feeding rules between the American and the European
basset puppy. However, as mentioned earlier, you have to be extra
vigilant that your basset hound only eats enough for its growth
and development.

American Basset

Obesity can affect not only its daily activities but also the
health of its legs as well. The extra pressure from the weight can
further stress the joints of the European and American basset
hound which can lead to a host of bone diseases.
Verdict: Both have no special considerations when it comes
to feeding. They have a similar predisposition to obesity so you
might have to control food portions including the treats.
Grooming Needs
The basic difference between European vs. American basset
hound is because the European basset hound has more skin folds
than the American basset hound, you need to give it extra care.
The hidden flaps can become a breeding ground for bacteria
because of the moist environment underneath the folds.
This can lead to skin problems such as ringworm and acne. The
extra folds are the reason why the European version is more likely
to develop rashes and ear and eye problems. The bacterial growth
underneath the droopiness can affect these essential organs.
-continued on page 6-
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The European basset hound has the same or close to similar temperaments as
their American counterparts and because the European and American basset
hounds are pack dogs, they get along well with other dogs and even cats
-continued from page 5-

-continued from page 5To lessen the likelihood of bacterial growth, wipe the skin of
your European basset hound using a damp washcloth, towel, or
sponge daily. Pay attention to the hidden areas in the skin. During
the summer, do the wiping twice a day, since the sweat that remains
trap in the folds plus the temperature can further increase the
chances of bacterial growth.
Apart from the skin folds, there is not much difference between
European vs. American basset hound when it comes to the
grooming practices.
They need just as much love and care during ear cleaning which,
by the way, should be given as much attention as the skin folds
since the ears are a common breeding ground of bacteria as well.

Thank You to All Our
Veterinarians and Clinics
Who Support the WBHR

Verdict: Special care should be given to the European basset
hound since the extra skin folds make them twice as likely to
develop skin problems and bacterial infections.

Bassets are natural introverts, preferring
sleeping and lounging to play. Having kids
around is a different situation and it will happily
play with them.
Westside Animal Hospital

631 S. Ash Street
Casper
(307) 472-5600
Drs. Doug and Laura Johannessen

3025 Ft. Sanders Road
Laramie
(307) 755-5469
Dr. Crystal Gill, Dr. Jacque Murray,
Dr. April Zander, Dr. Kelcy Walker

3116 Acacia Road
Cheyenne
(307) 632-6392
Dr. Holly LeBeau

2001 Buckskin Dr.
Gillette
(307) 682-2001
Stacy Geer

As for the bathing, limit it to once every two months or do it if
you found your European or American basset hound dirty and
smelly after playing under the sun or indoors all day. Brush the fur
weekly since American and European basset hounds shed a lot.

Mountain View Pet Spa
Pets Are People, Too!

Camelot Pet Castle
256 S. Douglas
Powell
(307) 754-9393
Dr. Justina Pahl,
Dr. Erin Pedersen

830 Skyline Road
Laramie
(307) 745-7341
Dr. David Evertson, Dr. Dana Petersen,
Dr. Carey Edwards
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260 Crescent Dr.
Mills
(307) 472-7297
Sherri Johnson, Owner
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Over the years WBHR members have proven to be
staunch supporters of adopting/fostering senior bassets,
but, as we are all aware, many factors come into play as
dogs age whether obtained as a pup or already in the senior
category.
When we think of dogs with disabilities, we generally
first think of dogs with obvious, visible differences. For
instance, we may get a mental image of a dog with three
legs, missing an eye, or perhaps a dog that is paralyzed. We
may simply overlook the invisible disabilities a dog may be
living with. Deafness is one of these hidden issues of which
to be aware..
Deaf dogs are just like hearing dogs in all other ways.
When we discover that a dog is deaf, or if we are considering
adopting a deaf dog, it is important to sort through the
misinformation to learn how to best live with a deaf canine
companion.

WBHR Members Take Special Pride in Caring
For Senior Bassets, but There Are Factors to Consider
How do dogs become deaf?
As dogs age, they can suffer hearing loss just as humans
tend to. Generally, this is a gradual process, so it may be
difficult to notice. The eardrums become less flexible, and
sounds are not transmitted as effectively. Some dogs lose
their hearing as a result of chronic ear infections. Still others
may suffer a traumatic injury to the ear, resulting in hearing
loss. Finally, some dogs are born deaf because of a genetic
defect; this is called congenital deafness.
In most cases of congenital deafness, the deafness is
pigment related, and most of these dogs have an all-white
or mostly white hair coat. These dogs are not albino (which
is a complete lack of all pigment), as they do have color in
the irises of their eyes, and they may have color in their skin
or in part of their hair coat.
Examples of breeds that experience deafness related to
pigment include:
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Australian Shepherds
Dalmatians
Great Danes
Welsh Corgis
-continued on page 8-
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Develop a Pattern
of Sign
Language
Especially before
Total Deafness if Possible
-continued from page 7How will I know if my dog is deaf?
Generally, it is fairly straightforward to determine if a dog is deaf. Puppies who are deaf may seem slow to learn; they do not
respond to their names or pick up verbal commands. Older dogs with acquired deafness may sleep through your arrival home from
work.
A few simple tests can check a dog’s hearing at home:
rattle your keys
squeak a toy
clap your hands behind the dog
ring a bell
whistle
It is important to do these when your dog cannot see the source of the noise as they may respond to the visual cues and give
a false result. If you get no response, it is a good bet that the dog is deaf.
Do I need to worry about any special health concerns with a deaf dog?
No. Deafness is generally not linked to any special health worries. Deaf dogs that are predominantly white can be more prone
to sunburn, so it is wise to be aware of sun exposure. Also, some dogs with a merle color pattern (generally a patchwork of gray,
silver, and black; red and gray; or shades of red) can have eye problems, but this is not very common.
How do I train a deaf dog?
Deaf dogs learn very quickly to pay close attention to their
surroundings. That makes it easy to work with their instincts
when training. Because dogs naturally look to their humans for
guidance, once we have their attention, we can teach them to
associate specific hand signals and body language with the
behaviors we desire.
It may be worth seeking the assistance of a professional
trainer who has experience working with deaf dogs. See handout
“Teaching and Training a Dear Dog” for more information.
What else should I be aware of to help my deaf dog?
The most important thing to remember with a deaf dog is
that the dog is deaf. This may seem obvious, but we bear a
special responsibility for deaf dogs. They cannot hear traffic or
-continued on page 9-
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So, Your Dog is Deaf, What about a Hearing Aid for It?
The question is frequently asked whether hearing aids are
bothered by their deafness, and adapt quite well, relying on their
available for deaf animals. In recent years hearing aids have become
other senses. It is incumbent on the owner, however, to protect a
increasingly sophisticated, but at the bottom line all aids are
merely
deafterminated
pet from undetected
dangers,
such deafness,
as motor vehicles, and to
from the aid that
in a fobothered
by their
sound amplifiers. They boost sound so that any residual
hearing
protect
people
(especially
small
children)
from reflexive dog bites
and adapt quite well, relying on their other senses. It is incumbent
can better detect the sound. Since most congenital deafness
in
after
being
startled.
on the owner, however, to protect a deaf pet from undetected
animals is pigment-associated, and the ear is totally deaf, no
amount such as motor vehicles, and to protect people
dangers,
of amplification makes the sound available to the animal.
Thus
in small Questions
have reflexive
also been dog
raised
about
thebeing
feasibility of cochlear
(especially
children) from
bites
after
these cases an aid would never be of benefit.
prostheses
or
cochlear
implants
in
dogs.
Deaf
Dalmatians were
startled.
used
in
the
development
of
these
devices,
but
no
am plug placed in the ear canal – since the aids would not remain one is presently
Several investigators have developed hearing aids for
usedog’s
in canal.
implanting
them that
in client
cases.
Thetolerated
devicesthe
cost $20K - $25K
in the
He reported
smaller
breeds
dogs where residual auditory function remains – most notably
Dr.
before
the
costs
of
the
surgery
itself,
and
considerable
post-implant
presence of a foam plug in the ear better than large breed dogs,
A.E. Marshall at Auburn University in Alabama. He placed
used
training
is
required.
As
a
result
these
devices
are
not
practical in
but not all small dogs were tolerant.
human aids in a collar-mounted container, and led a plastic tube
deaf dogs or cats.
from the aid that terminated in a foam plug
Although an owner may empathize with a pet’s deafness,
placed in the ear canal – since the aids would
the reality is that most deaf dogs and cats give no evidence of
not remain in the dog’s canal. He reported
being bothered by their deafness, and adapt quite well, relying
that most smaller breeds tolerated the
on their other senses. It is incumbent on the owner, however, to
presence of a foam plug in the ear better
protect a deaf pet from undetected dangers, such as motor
than large breed dogs.
vehicles, and to protect people (especially small children) from
reflexive dog bites after being startled.
Although an owner may empathize with
-continued from page 3a pet’s deafness, the reality is that most deaf
dogs and cats give no evidence of being

Passing over the
Rainbow Bridge

Deaf Dogs Should
Only Be Off-Leash in
Contained Areas
-continued from page 9a honking automobile horn, so they must
never be given an opportunity to be off
leash on or near a street.
They cannot hear to come when called,
so we need to be careful to have them off
leash only in contained areas.
Some deaf dogs may feel a vibration in
the floor as we approach them, but others
may not, so it is important not to sneak up
and startle them.
Often, firmly tapping a foot nearby is
enough t o wake the m o r get their
attention. It is also important to teach
children appropriate respect for deaf dogs.
With a bit of thought, consideration,
and training (for both dog and human),
deaf dogs can lead normal, long, rich, and
happy lives.

In Loving Memory.......
Sue lost a real friend in Ollie (141/2) on
July 15 in Oklahoma
Lolly (10) left Sarah broken hearted in
Bar Nun on Aug. 13
It was a mournful day on Aug. 27 in
Keenesburg when Shirley and Fred
paid their last respects to Pattie (13)
Beth and Sean said a sad farewell to Stella
(11) in Wheat Ridge on Aug. 30
“I heard somebody define heaven once as
a place where, when you get there, all the dogs
you ever loved run to greet you.”

If you have lost a special friend and would like
them listed in this section please contact WBHR
Director Holly per the information on page 2.
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Vibrating Collars Can Be a Help
All dogs need training – they just need to learn what each
sound or gesture means. No one would assume that just
because a dog can hear that he will come running back to you
if you call him. You need to train the dog to respond to your
voice commands. The same applies to a deaf dog. You have to
teach him to respond to your commands.
The biggest difference between a hearing dog and a deaf
one is that you can’t use your voice to get the dog’s attention.
If he is across the room or across the field and doesn’t look at
you, you can’t yell to him, direct him, or summon him back to
you. If your deaf dog gets loose, it can be a terrifying experience
– will he look at me? If he doesn’t look at you, you can’t
communicate.
These types of experiences, and the wish to be able to better
communicate with deaf dogs, has lead to the development and
use of the vibrating collar.
A vibrating collar is a training collar that allows a person to
press a button on a remote control device, which then sends a
signal to the collar, causing it to vibrate. The effective distance
will depend on the type of collar you buy (or make), and can
vary depending on model (check out our Information page for
where to get a vibrating collar).
The vibration is not a shock and is not very strong. In fact,
many people who have used the collars worried at first that
they wouldn’t work because the dog didn’t even seem to notice.
But with conditioning and training, your dog will respond to
the vibration.
The vibration signal for a deaf dog becomes the equivalent
of using voice to get the attention of your hearing dog. Many
people just assume that since their dog can hear them, it will
obey them when off-leash, which is not the case. Every dog is
trained and obeys at a different level. This is true of a deaf dog
using a vibrating collar also.
Every dog must be treated and seen as an individual and
you must take that into account. Each dog will be different and
it will depend on your dog – and your comfort level – if your
dog can ever be let off-leash, even using a vibrating collar.
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Theory of Mind :
Does It Exist in Dogs?

Over our long shared history, dogs have developed a range of skills for bonding with human beings. Their ability to make sense of
human actions, demonstrated by every “sit,” “lay down,” and “roll over,” is just one such skill. But whether dogs understand human
intentions, or merely respond to outcomes, remains unclear. The ability to recognize another’s intentions – or at least conceive of them
– is a basic component of Theory of Mind, the ability to attribute mental states to oneself and others, long regarded as uniquely human.
Do dogs have this basic component of Theory of Mind, the ability to tell the difference between something done on purpose and
something done by accident?
To answer this question, a team of researchers in Germany conducted an experiment that examined how dogs reacted when food
rewards were withheld, both intentionally and unintentionally. They found that dogs respond differently depending on whether the
actions of the experimenter were intentional or unintentional. This, the researchers say, shows that dogs can distinguish between actions
that were done on purpose or accidentally.
To reach their conclusions, the researchers conducted an experiment using the “unable vs. unwilling” paradigm. This works by
examining whether test subjects react differently towards a human experimenter who either intentionally (the unwilling condition) or
unintentionally (the unable condition) withholds rewards from them. Despite being an established paradigm in studies of human and
animal cognition, the unable vs. unwilling paradigm had never been previously used to investigate dogs.
The experiment was conducted with 51 dogs, each of which was tested under three conditions. In each condition, the dog was
separated from the human tester by a transparent barrier. The basic situation was that the experimenter fed the dog pieces of dog food
through a gap in the barrier. In the “unwilling” condition, the experimenter suddenly withdrew the reward through the gap in the barrier
and placed it in front of herself. In the “unable-clumsy” condition, the experimenter brought the reward to the gap in the barrier and “tried”
to pass it through the gap but then “accidentally” dropped it. In the “unable-blocked” condition, the experimenter again tried to give the
dog a reward, but was unable to because the gap in the barrier was blocked. In all conditions, the reward remained on the tester’s side of
the barrier.
“If dogs are indeed able to ascribe intention-in-action to humans,” says Dr.
Juliane Bräuer, “we would expect them to show different reactions in the
unwilling condition compared to the two unable conditions. As it turns out,
this is exactly what we observed.”
The primary behavior measured by the researchers was the time dogs waited
before approaching the reward they were denied. The researchers predicted
that, if dogs are able to identify human intentions, they would wait longer
before approaching the reward in the unwilling condition, where they were not
supposed to have the reward, than in the two unable conditions in which the
reward was, in fact, meant for them.
Not only did the dogs wait longer in the unwilling condition than in the
unable conditions, they were also more likely to sit or lie down – actions often
interpreted as appeasing behaviors – and stop wagging their tails.
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Accessories to Help
With Your Deaf Dog

Regardless of whether your canine companion has started to
suffer from hearing loss, or if you’ve decided to adopt a deaf
puppy or rescue a hard-of-hearing older dog, the first thing you’re
going to need to do is have a look at all the deaf dog products out
there to help keep your best friend safe and sound. Topping the
list of must-haves are collars, tags, leashes and vests.
There are a number of different options if you’re looking for a
deaf dog collar tag choose one that makes it super obvious that
your dog has hearing issues without people having to get too
close to them to find out.

Pause for Paws
-continued from page 2non-cancerous. She had her teeth cleaned and six
removed; three being molars. Poor girl was already
missing her front teeth! Ruby also had a growth removed
from inside her mouth. It was not cancer, but could come
back, so she is being monitored.
Ruby has had a tough life for some time before coming
into WBHR, but she is doing wonderful now! Her foster
adopted her and she is settled in with their other basset
hound, Judge. The two play together and have cats, ducks
and horses for friends along with their two humans, of
course!
It’s been a while since we’ve had a basset hound in as
bad of shape as Ruby was, but thanks to all of you, we
were able to take care of her and get her settled in with a
family for the life she deserves. Just seeing her tail wag
and watching her pounce and play with her brother,
makes a person smile!
I hope you all have a good rest of your year. Take time
for some walks with your pups and enjoy both the outdoors
and their companionship. You won’t regret it!

Holly
WBHR Director

Though these deaf dog collar tags are useful when you’re out
for walkies, they really come into their own if your dog escapes the
safety of your yard or home and runs off. Combined with normal
tags that have your contact details engraved on them, the additional
‘I’m deaf’ tag will hopefully encourage anyone who finds your
dog to get in touch with you immediately, rather than just leaving
your dog to wander – particularly in areas with high traffic.
If you routinely take your dog with you in public places, you
might prefer a vest or harness that allows more people to clearly
understand that your dog can’t hear, without them needing to get
up close to your dog.
Whether a deaf dog vest or a deaf dog harness is better really
does depend on your preference, what your dog is most comfortable
in and even what time of year it is as a vest may also help to keep
your dog warm in cooler months
Here in Wyoming we have, well, frigid Winter temps at times,
but walks are still an option so a coat clearly marked “deaf dog”
would be an item to consider.
Lastly, and we’ll touch on this next time, is a simple GPS system
in case your dog does wander off.

Research Suggests Dogs Can
Identify ‘Inattention-in-Action’
-continued from page 11“The dogs in our study clearly behaved differently depending
on whether the actions of a human experimenter were intentional
or unintentional,” says Britta Schünemann, the first author of the
study. “This suggests that dogs may indeed be able to identify
humans’ intention-in-action,” adds Hannes Rakoczy from the
University of Göttingen.
The team acknowledges that their findings may be met with
skepticism and that further study is needed to address alternative
explanations, such as behavioral cues on the part of experimenters
or knowledge transfer from prior dog training.
“Nevertheless,” the paper concludes, “the findings present
important initial evidence that dogs may have at least one aspect
of Theory of Mind: The capacity to recognize intention-in-action.”
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COVID Variants Can be Contracted by Your Furry Friends
The Centers for Disease and Control have long established
your dog can contract the COVID virus and that the vast majority
of them originated via close contact with an infected individual
rather than dog to dog.
The same is now holding true for the Delta variant and other
virus mutations. Fortunately though, so to speak, the warning
signs your dog is infected are much the same as per the original
virus, to wit:
1. Your dog has a high fever. Your dog should have a normal
body temperature of 101 to 102.5 degrees Fahrenheit (38.3 to 39.2
degrees Celsius). Your dog has a fever if his or her body temperature
rises above 104 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Your dog is coughing. This can be serious if it is in
combination with the other symptoms listed here, and if the
coughing has lasted more than a week. However, it can also be due
to other reasons.
3. Your dog has difficulty breathing or has shortness of breath.
4. Your dog is unusually lazy or sluggish.
5. Your dog is sneezing and has a runny nose.
6. Your dog has eye discharge.
7. Your dog has diarrhea.
8. Your dog has been vomiting.

telephone as your veterinarian may consider a physical visit, only
when they feel it is absolutely needed.
If your dog does have the virus, immediately isolate your pet in
a closed area in your home, and keep it there for the next 14 days.
Your dog may be healthy, but if he or she has exhibited signs that
make it uncomfortable to move or even breathe, it is also equally
important to ensure your dog recovers.
This means you need to prep the quarantine area with your
pet’s bed, toys and other things that comfort him or her, like a
security blanket. Your dog will be isolated from the rest of the
family, and without any of the usual petting, hugging, or snuggling
to reduce the risk of transmission, you want to ensure he is as
comfortable as possible.
The food and water bowl and bathroom area should also be set
up close to the door for easy cleanup without contact or touch.
Throw your worn clothes immediately in the washing machine and
wash separately if you do have direct contact.

Thank You, Jane!
As always, our most sincerest gratitude to Jane
Elliott for maintaining our web page, adding dogs,
up-dating dogs as well as doing home checks.

If your dog is experiencing a few of the listed COVID-19
symptoms, it is not a definite sign your pet has the coronavirus, it
could in fact be a different illness. However, by getting your dog
tested, especially when living with a Covid-19 infected human,
you will know.

WBHR really appreciates all your help, hard
work and dedication. We would be lost without
you!

If you need to consult a veterinarian, you can do so over the

Thank You to All Our Veterinarians and Clinics
Who Support the WBHR
4218 E. Pershing Blvd. - Cheyenne
(307) 634-2912
Dr. Michael Driscoll, Dr. Sara
Oededekoven, Dr. Coreen Frawley

180 Rd. 3Dx
Cody
(307) 250-4474
Dr. Amanda Marsh

Animal Eye Center

215 W. 67th Court - Loveland, CO
(970) 461-0909
Dr. Steve Roberts, Dr. Kent Burgesser, Dr. Radka Andrysikova
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of

History isn’t sure who invented the cone of shame, but the
original plastic design makes it seem like more of a punishment than
an aid to healing. Plastic e-collars (or recovery collars), while
sometimes necessary to prevent a dog from licking, scratching, or
biting at an injury or surgical site, can be quite cumbersome and
frightening. There are ways to reduce your dog’s stress while they’re
recovering, and these dog cone alternatives might help do just that.
Soft Cones for Dogs
If you’ve ever brought a dog home from the vet wearing a hulking
hard plastic neck cone, you will be amazed by how nice the upgrade
to the soft version is. It’s still covering the same field of vision, but
the softness allows them to sleep, eat, and get around without
banging into things and making an awful racket. It is much less
frustrating for them with less wear and tear on your walls (and your
nerves). The comfy cone is well worth the extra few bucks.

Homemade DIY Dog Cones
If you’re working with at-home first aid, you might want to try
one of these quick and cheap DIY dog cone ideas. But please make
sure your dog is comfortable and can breathe easily. Always allow
enough room for 2 fingers to fit under any collar for safety, and
make sure the cone doesn’t extend more than 2 inches past their
face so that they can eat and drink.
Towel (or bubble wrap) and Duct Tape:
Loosely roll a medium-sized bath towel, (or a long sheet of

Inflatable Collars
The inflatable dog collar makes your dog look a bit like he’s lost
out at sea in need of rescuing. But they are great at preventing your
dog from chewing or licking problem areas. Most dogs take to the
inflatable e-collar quite well. The up side is that they allow for full
vision, with no obstruction. The down side is that if your dog’s
issue is scratching or rubbing at their head or face, this recovery
collar doesn’t always restrict that behavior. If that’s the case, it’s
back to the soft cone for them.
Skip the Cone. Protect the Wound.
Instead of using a collar to prevent your dog from licking or
biting, consider covering the wound or surgical site instead. It might
be enough to fashion a t-shirt or sock loosely around the area to
keep your dog from bothering it.
But if it’s a problem area, there are recovery garments that cover
different legs, feet, or the torso (they look a little like a wet suit) so
that your dog can move freely while not disturbing the healing
process.
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One Lucky Dog!
There’s no doubt about it, living with John
Minium and Karen Parker in Grand
Junction has its real fine points such as
traveling. Earlier this Summer Floyd
journeyed to Edgemont, SD for a visit to see
Sheriff George’s old home and as Summer
waned it was the scenic wonders of
northwest Colorado such as the DeBeque
Canyon area.
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2022
Calendars
In Production
So Place
Your Order
Now!

It’s Not a Mirage! At Last, Something Has Dropped in Price!
That’s right, your eyes are not deceiving you! Not only is it, as
the saying goes, ‘that time of year again’, but thanks to some great
fund raising efforts and reduced expenses, next year’s official
WBHR calendar features a $1 drop in price!
The price is just $15 which includes postage and if you are in
the Cody area and can arrange a pick up from Holly the cost drops
to only $13 and, as another saying goes, ‘you can’t beat that with
a stick’!
The 2022 calendar will feature adopted dogs from 2021 as well
as all of the entrees in the Calendar Photo Contest which garnered
at least five votes. That resulted to more than 45 dogs in total.

The big reasons for the lower cost stem from balloting income
from the photo contest as well as several online auctions and
raffles. In other words, despite the ongoing negative impact of the
COVID virus, supporters of WBHR have been extremely generous
with their donations.
For those wishing to purchase more than two copies additional
postage will be involved so please contact Holly at (307) 272-8069
or email her at wybassetrescue@gmail.com to receive the full
details.
Distribution of calendars will be in early November, but be sure
to order now so as not to be disappointed as we always seem to
run out!

May
Nell, Abner, Gus, Sophie, Raleigh

March
Judge and Dazy
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Xylitol - As Dangerous for Dogs as Chocolate at al
When pet parents think of what not to feed their dog, a few
foods consistently make the list: chocolate, grapes, and onions, to
name a few. But what is xylitol? In recent years, veterinarians and
dog lovers alike have voiced serious concerns about this hidden
sweetener — but is xylitol bad for dogs?
You might’ve seen xylitol listed in the ingredients as a sugar
substitute in many popular people foods, but odds are you’ve
never seen it in a pet product. Xylitol is a sugar alcohol that occurs
naturally in many fruits, vegetables, and plants — noticeably birch
trees. This is why xylitol sometimes hides under the name “birch
sugar.”
Because xylitol is a sugar and a carbohydrate, it’s often used to
replace sugar or carbs in commercial “diet” foods. It’s most
commonly found in sugar-free gum, mouthwash, and other oral
health products because of its bacteria-killing properties.

Chocolate and candy
As if you needed another reason to keep your furry friend
away from chocolate, it can also contain hidden artificial sweeteners
like xylitol. Candies don’t always list which sweetener they use,
either, so better safe than sorry.
Sugar-free chewing gum
This silent killer is the most frequently reported source of xylitol
toxicity in dogs. It doesn’t take much for a curious canine to root
through someone’s handbag for a snack, which means it also
doesn’t take much for a dog to get seriously sick if that snack
happens to be your pack of gum.
-continued on page 18-

Symptoms of xylitol poisoning include:

Is xylitol bad for dogs?

Vomiting
Lethargy
Confusion
 Weakness
Unconsciousness
 Seizures

Although the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has
confirmed xylitol’s safety for human consumption, the same cannot
be said when it comes to dogs. Unfortunately, consuming birch
sugar can lead to dangerously low blood sugar levels in dogs,
which can be fatal.
In humans, xylitol does not stimulate insulin creation, which is
responsible for controlling blood sugar levels. In canines, however,
even a small amount of this sugar can trigger a large insulin release.

Veterinary
monitoring is
necessary if you
think your dog
has been
poisoned

Symptoms can appear anywhere from 10 minutes to 24 hours
after consuming xylitol, so veterinary monitoring is necessary if
you think your dog has been poisoned.
What foods have xylitol?
When it comes to ingredients and snacks look out for:
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Especially
Watch Out for Dogs
Getting into Bubble Gum
-continued from page 17You have plenty of xylitol-free chewing gums available for purchase if you stop to read the label, so this certainly doesn’t mean you
can’t have gum anymore.
Meal replacement shakes and Powdered Drinks
Because xylitol has become a popular sugar substitute, it’s often found in meal substitutes like protein shakes. It would take a large
amount of sugar to properly sweeten a drink the size of an average shake, so using an artificial sweetener helps manufacturers and
customers avoid extra calories.
While the popular brand Crystal Light tends to use aspartame rather than xylitol and therefore isn’t an extreme risk to your dog, many
other brands of drink flavoring or powdered electrolytes do contain the dangerous sugar alcohol. Always read the label before you buy!
Peanut butter
This is another ingredient that’s been making headlines as a danger to pets, especially because dogs tend to love peanut butter. The
good news is that many major brands of peanut butter, such as Skippy and Jif, do not use xylitol in any of their products, but jars with
words like “natural sweetener” and “sugar-free” on the label most likely do. Keep an eye out for that, birch sugar, and xylitol.
Flavored gelatin

Hooray,
I’ve Got a
Home!
Since our last newsletter these hounds
have found their ‘Forever Home’
It appears Bandit has stolen the hearts of Heather
and Greg in Buffalo
Ruby is proving to be a real gem for Fay and John in
Rapid City
Michael and Helen have found Shortcake to be a real
treat in Cheyenne
The name Jesse has Biblical connotations to sheep,
but the days for Penny and Bill in Huntley, MT has been
“wool worth” the wait

This one might be more of a surprise to pet parents, but many
flavored gelatin products are chock-full of artificial sweeteners,
including xylitol. The same can be said for pudding products, too,
unfortunately, especially if they’re sugar-free.
Here’s the catch: Unflavored, unsweetened gelatin is safe (and
perhaps even healthy) for your dog. It’s 99% protein on its own
and can be safely combined with any other canine-friendly
ingredients — even food coloring.
“Skinny” ice cream; Nonfat or sugar-free yogurt and Greek
yogurt
You might feel better about indulging in this diet dessert, but
your dog certainly will not. As enticed as they may be by the
flavors and smooth texture, “light” ice creams often contain these
toxic artificial sweeteners.
While ice cream may be a more obvious suspect, its cousins
yogurt and Greek yogurt can be hiding xylitol as well. Watch for
label keywords like “nonfat” that don’t directly imply but can
include swapping out sugar for xylitol.
Xylitol is perfectly safe for humans but harmful to dogs. Be
careful before you feed any people food to your pet — and be
sure to read the labels.
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In Some Cases Homemade
Devices Can Work Just Fine
-continued from page 14bubble wrap) until it is approximately the width of your
dog’s neck—think of it like you’re making him a travel
pillow.
Once you’ve got it sized and in place around their neck,
like a life preserver, secure it loosely with a few rounds of
duct tape, being careful to keep their fur out of the adhesive.
Cardboard cone:
This is basically a cardboard version of the cone of
shame. Cut a piece of cardboard into the shape of a rainbow.
You might want to notch slots into the bottom of the rainbow
to allow for their collar to weave through, but it’s optional.

Jennifer Bouder won our Heavenly
Hounds Halo blanket raffle.
A big ‘Thank You’ to John Minium
for his donation!

Using the woven collar system or some duct tape,
complete the cone and connect the ends. Expect this version
to get wet and nasty before long, but it’s a quick hack.
If your dog is at risk of serious injury or infection,
make sure you have an e-collar or recovery device that will
keep your dog safe. There’s no shame in a cone, but if you
can find a comfortable and safe alternative to the e-collar,
your dog will surely thank you.

Following Up on Xylitol - Please
Pay Attention to Mouthwash and
All Human Toothpastes
Although foods are the most common culprit of xylitol exposure
in canines, there are a few mouth-safe products you should keep
away from your dog.
Many dental products use xylitol because it’s low carb, low
calorie, and even kills the harmful bacteria found in your mouth.
Never use human toothpaste on a pup, as xylitol and other
ingredients are not safe for our four-legged friends. Instead, opt
for a toothpaste meant for dogs — which probably tastes better
to them anyway.
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Spring Foundation Board Minutes
Wednesday, July 21, 2021

On Wednesday, July 21, 2021 at 12:30 p.m. Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue Foundation (WBHRF) held a regular board
meeting. The meeting was held by conference call. Those in attendance were Holly Moen, President and Treasurer,Vice
President Allen Moen, Secretary Jane Elliott and board members Frank Mallon, Michael Ryan, and Heidi Rasmussen. Board
member Luke McNeely was absent.
Holly reviewed WBHRF’s financial status in the Treasurer’s Report. The Paypal debit card checking account has a
balance of $4,083.54. The regular checking account’s balance is $980.46. A deposit of $86.91 had been received from
Amazon Smile program and one of $83.70 was expected from the King Soopers’ giving program.
The SAFE savings account has a current balance of $14,202.75. The Blue Federal Credit Union accounts remained at
$3,000 for the checking and $5.00 for the savings. The Paypal online account has a balance of $4.42. Holly stated she had just
moved money from that account into the checking last week.
In Old Business, Holly stated that the references to rescuing bloodhounds had been removed from the website and adoption
application.
In other Old Business, Holly reported on the 2021 basset picnic. Attendance was down this year with 34 people and 12 dogs
attending, but it still went really well. Photos of the events had been posted to the website.
In a final item of Old Business, Holly reported on the conclusion of the photo contest for the 2022 calendars. The contest
was very well received with 55 entrants of which 51 had five or more votes and would be featured in the calendar. Discussion
followed on how best to use all the photos for the calendars and whether to obtain sponsorships for the calendar. There was also
a brief discussion later in the meeting on how many calendars to order this year.
In New Business, Holly gave an update on recent adoptions and current dogs available. WBHR had helped two dogs, Bandit
and Shortcake got into new homes and currently has one dog in foster, a 5-month-old puppy, Jesse James, who has fear issues
the foster home is working with. There is a possibility of another adult dog, Dixie, coming in as an owner relinquishment. In
2018 WBR had helped place her puppies.
Under other New Business, Holly reported that she had recently spoken with Mary from Park County Animal Shelter
about this year’s Santa Photo Shoot. Things were looking positive that it would be able to be held at Tractor Supply this year.
The meeting was adjourned at 1:00 p.m.
Jane Elliott, Secretary
Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue Foundation

Vol. 18, No. 2
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WBHR Development Fund

$1-25
Baxter and Fannie
Robert and Kerstin Bult
Gunder and Carole Hansen
In memory of Newton
In memory of Teton and Sherlock
Jeff and Ashley Lang
Joe Michaels (for Roxi and Molly)
$26-99
Anonymous - 2
Mike and Teresa Bares Family
Nathan and Thea Bryce
Rex and Pat Leaman
Pat and Paula McKenzie
Lindsay Musgrave
Jerry and Judy Scheafer
$100-249
James and Elaine Alsop

$100-249 - Continued
Anonymous - 2
Claudine and George Dillman
Sharon Kettle
David, Tracey and Kylee Stai and
Tilly and Sadie
Patty and Vic Thompson
Susan Kostenbauer
Roz Cummings
Harley Williams
Vicki and Tim Gable
Janis and Denise Finning

$250-499
Anonymous
In memory of Pookie
Holly and Allen Moen
Constance Ryan-McKenna
Casey and Michael Mondle
Judy and Shauna Lumbardy
Sally and Edward Vine
James and Amy Speakman in
memory of Maribel
Karolyn Chambers
Lorraine Reiner
Janette and Larry Richards
Bob Wirth (for Molly, Mary Jane
and Diego)
Kay and Eric Kohler
Jennifer and Stan Dorn

$500+
Anonymous
Nyal and Susie Q. Walker in
memory of Mrs. Nell Walker
Rocky Mountain Casing Crews
Matt Fredericksen-England
Helen and Michael Ryan
Heidi and Brock Rasmussen
John Minium and Karen Parker
Stephanie and Jorge Oneto
June and Floyd Hill
Jane Elliott
Barb and Dan Robyler
Frank Mallon
Bryce Klein
Barry Snyder
Laurie Bonini
Clayton and Deb Black
Jon and Erika Phillips
Rich and Lorie Hillegas
Fay and John Pondish
Shirley and Fred Bell
Andrea and Joe Kenney
(in memory of Petey)
Mr. Blue
Kristie and Geoff Worden
Lynne and Jeff Milton
Crystal and Gary Goeden
Frank Mallon
Sara Brea Bedwell

Thank You to All Our Veterinarians and Clinics
Who Support the WBHR
Powell Veterinary Service
522 So. Division
(307) 754-3034
Dr. Lyle Bischoff, Dr. Bryan Neves
2026 S. Sheridan Ave.
Sheridan
(307) 674-4111
Dr. Peter Pelissier Dr. Christian
Newton, Dr. Amber Ingersoll, Dr. Angelica Bialek

1247 County Lane 14 - Worland
Dr. Steven Tharp, Dr. Victoria Otto

(307) 347-2358

200 E. Lakewood Road
Gillette
(307) 682-1507
Dr. Marshall Kohr,
Dr. Darren Lynde, Dr. Rachel Young
Animal Clinic of Billings
1420 10th Street West
(406) 252-9499
Dr. Ken Brown, Dr. Stuart Sherburne,
Dr. Bryna Felchle, Dr. Bobbi Jo Massic,
Dr. Christiane Youngstrom

Moxey Schreiber Veterinary Hospital
1650 Commercial Avenue - Sheridan
(307) 672-5533
Drs. Mark and Sarah Schreiber, Dr.
Cindy Hager, Dr. Karen Serres, Dr.
Sammie Perkins
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Thank You to All Our
Veterinarians and Clinics
Who Support the WBHR

4340 Butler Spaeth Rd.
Gillette (307) 696-2525

Four Paws Boarding

Dr. Garry Gotfredson,
Dr. Allie Sowerwine. Dr.
Susie Button, Dr. Emily
Hake, Dr. Clare Panning,
Dr. Montz

801 East E Street
Casper (307) 462-6185
Preston Pliant

2340 W. Broadway
Idaho Falls, ID
(208) 522-2557

Meiners Animal Clinic
3500 W. Chicago St.
Rapid City, SD (605) 343-5089
Dr. Mary Buhman, Dr. Sheila MacLaughlin

Dr. Luke Gillespie, Dr. Loren Normandeau

Buffalo Veterinary Clinic

5524 Greybull Highway
(307) 587-3151
Dr. Stephanie White,
Dr. Kaycee Stagner, Dr. Sarah Buri

120 U.S. Highway 16 East
Buffalo (307) 684-2851
Dr. Kurt Walters

Riverbend Vet Hospital

3155 Cy Avenue
Casper (307) 234-7333
Dr. Richard Schwahn,
Dr. Tangney Gray-Dockham, Dr. Angela Bell, Dr.
Sarah Schoonover, Dr. Nika Martin, Dr. Katie Huber

240 S. Riverbend Drive
Douglas (307) 358-4910
Dr. William Root, Dr. Brianne
Andreen

3740 E. Lincolnway
(307) 635-4121
Dr. Christopher Church, Dr.
Rebecca Duden, Dr. Leigh Farrell, Dr. Jayce Calhoon,
Dr. McKayla Peterson

1439 Stillwater Ave. - Suite 3
Cheyenne (307) 775-0577

1007 Smylie Road
Douglas (307) 358-1125
Dr. Dean Smylie,
Dr. Jemma Pipkin

600 W. Antler Dr.
Casper
(307) 265-4333
Dr. Sammie Redding

Dr. Raven Novak
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For the love of a basset...

Show Your Love
and Support

Basset Hound Note Cards
There’s something brand new for you note writers from
WBHR - your choice of a 12-pack of cards featuring some of
our inspiring bassets and their stories. On the front is one of
our rescued bassets, the back highlights their story and the
inside is blank. The cards measure 5.5 inches wide and are
4.25 inches high.
There are two packs with Pack A featuring Nick, Toby,
Diamond and Cyndi and Pack B highlighting Chloe, Hugo,
Daisy and Ripley. Each pack has three cards of each basset and
are available at $15 per set which includes shipping. Please
note which pack you desire when ordering.

Iris Folding Greeting Cards
These beautiful cards are decorated with the iris paper folding technique.
Each card is blank inside and lined with white card stock. Designs include two
basset hounds, two poodles, two cats, a Scottie and a bulldog. The cost of the
cards is $3 each or two for $5 which includes the mailing envelope. Postage is
75 cents per card.

Floyd Wear WBHR Baseball Caps
What better way to keep the sun away than with an official Floyd Wear WBHR
baseball cap for the great price of $25 including postage. A limited number of caps
remain in chamois and khaki. As for the cap construction let’s just let the
manufacturer provide the details: “This Adams low profile pigment-dyed cap is
one of our most popular hats and features six panel construction, 100% cotton
material, an adjustable leather back strap with antique brass closure, a pre-curved
bill, and Adams exclusive cool-crown mesh.”

‘Memoir of an Abandoned Basset Hound’

“Memoir of an Abandoned Basset Hound” was created after the life of Rocky the Rocket
basset hound. He was abandoned by his family in Wyoming and after a failed adoption, he
was adopted to his forever home in Montana. His master, Jim, simply adores Rocky and
Rocky adores Jim! Jim wrote this book about Rocky’s antics and adventures through the
eyes of Rocky. Rocky’s book is available for a donation to WBR (suggested donation $3.00) Format: ebook pdf - Length: 199 pages.
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.....they light up our lives

Show Your Love
and Support

WBHR Decals
Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue Decals are 4" tall and 6" wide. They are suitable for
placement on outside windows and come with instructions to apply them. $6.00 each,
which includes shipping.

Basset Hound Dog Treat Cookbook
This cookbook is 8½” x 11" in size, with over 40 pages of great treat recipes
for your dog! The covers can also be personalized, such as “Toby’s Treats” and
they can also be made for other breeds, not just basset hounds. The cookbooks are
$20.00 including shipping. Personalized cookbooks are $23.00 (dog’s photo and
name). Order well in advance if a gift as they take four-to-six weeks to compile.

Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue T-Shirts
Four adult colors - Grey, Texas Orange and Colonial Blue . Shirts have ‘Opt to Adopt’
on the front and the WBHR logo on back. It’s $22 for sizes Small through X-Large, $24
for 2XL and $25 for 3XL. Postage is $3.75 per shirt. There are no Youth Size T-shirts
available.

Basset Hound Greeting Cards

‘Missing You’ Design
This is me.....

The basset pictured is Mena, who was rescued by an
animal sanctuary in Nebraska.

This is me.....

The back of each card tells her story to her new,
forever home. The pictures are of the front and inside,
right of each card.
These are high-quality, 5x7 cards, with a glossy finish
on the outside and a mat finish on the inside. The cost of
the cards, which includes envelopes, is $1.50 each with
an additional $.50 shipping per card for a total of cost of
$2 each.

......when you are near
I miss you...!
.....when you aren’t here

Great Gifts for All Basset Lovers!
For questions about any of these items, please email Holly at:
wybassetrescue@gmail.com
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To the following
people for all their
help since our last
newsletter, whether
with fostering,
transport or placing
bassets and
bloodhounds

Sienna Bell, Clayton Black, Jane Elliott, Greg Haas,
Dr. Johnson, Frank Mallon, Janet Marschner, Linda
McKinnon, Luke McNeely,
Molly Mehtala, Brittany Moran, Fay and John
Pondish, Heidi Rasmussen, Michael Ryan, June and
Ron Sargent and Kristie and Geoff Worden.

“It is amazing what you can accomplish
if you do not care who gets the credit.”
Harry S. Truman

Yes?
No?
Maybe?
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t
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s
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Please contact Holly Moen
wybassetrescue@gmail.com
(307) 272-8089

Santa Photo Shoot
Still Undetermined
Much like Santa on
Christmas Eve, the fate of the
annual Santa Photo Shoot is
‘up in the air’. Various
COVID-related restrictions
are still in play so we will notify
you via email, Facebook and
WBHR web site if the event is
scheduled.

